Racing Rules

By Jennifer Maddy

Lelah hops on her new trike and pedals down the driveway.

She is supposed to stay on the driveway. It's a family rule.

But Lelah wants to race down the sidewalk!

Her front tire rolls closer to the end of the driveway.

What will she choose?

Lelah races back up the driveway. Obedying the family rule gives her a happy feeling!

Making Happy Choices

Help Lelah make more good choices today!

Trace your finger through the maze. As you point to each picture, answer the question.

Mom asks Lelah to put away her shoes. What should she do?
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Kitty needs food. What should Lelah do?

Dad asks Lelah to help set the table. What should she do?

Little brother wants to play with Lelah’s stuffed animal. What should she do?
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